The Effectiveness of the first-order resolution calculus is impaired when lifting it to higher-order logic. The main reason for that is the semi-decidability and infinitary nature of higher-order unification problems, which requires the integration of unification within the calculus and results in a non-effective search for refutations. We present a modification of the constrained resolution calculus (Huet'72) which uses an eager unification algorithm while retaining relative-completeness with regard to bounded unifiers. The first modification is the replacement of the unification rules with that of the bounded unification algorithm in (Líbal'12). This algorithm computes either pre-unifiers, or smaller unification problems which have terms containing Kleene stars. Following a result about an upper bound for these problems (Schmidt-Scauß,Schulz'98), the Kleene stars can effectively be replaced by natural numbers if we are interested in minimal unifiers only and the algorithm then decides the unifiability problem. Since computing minimal unifiers is not enough for the completeness of the calculus, we make a second modification and allow increases of these natural numbers. By applying a semi-eager strategy, we can always eagerly answer the unifiability question of a set of unification constraints while non-minimal unifiers are obtained via back-tracking and the increase of these numbers.
